Think your organization is secure? How can you be sure?

Threat ID by ACS identifies your organization’s cybersecurity risk using industry-recognized
guidelines from The National Institute of Standards & Technology. Our evaluation takes a holistic
approach to cybersecurity, providing strategies and recommendations to address policies,
procedures, behaviors, and infrastructure, resulting in a more secure and resilient organization.
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Cyber-resiliency is a journey, not a destination. Hackers are continually evolving, and so should
your security strategy. ACS’ Threat ID provides your organization with a roadmap for
security initiatives using an easy to understand visual and recommendations.
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How to Leverage Threat ID
IT Managers
& Directors

Use this evaluation to quickly and economically determine vulnerabilities
within your cybersecurity strategy. Then leverage the results to procure
the necessary budget to secure your organization from potential threats.

CIO & CISO

Set goals for your team using Threat ID. Re-evaluate your organization’s
threat level on a quarterly, bi-annual, or annual basis to track, support,
and verify expectations are being met as the threat landscape changes.

Executives &
Board of Directors

Security breaches can quickly ruin an organization’s reputation and
potential outlook. Don’t get caught by surprise. Quickly get a high-level
understanding of your organization’s risk and how to increase security.

Call 1 (855) SAFE.NAV or email us at:
contact@acsltd.com to get started.
acsltd.com
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